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Luxury for your hair
& pleasure for your senses

by miriam quevedo
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OPULENT TRANSFORMING 24K GOLD EXPERIENCE

120min

250€

2

MIRIAM´S SIGNATURE 		

120min

185€

3

PERSONALIZED HOLISTIC RITUAL1 1

90/75min

145€/490€/920€

60/45min

110€/ 380€/ 700€

5 hours

500€

CLEANSING AND BLOWOUT EXPERIENCE SHORT HAIR

45 min

75€

CLEANSING AND BLOWOUT EXPERIENCE LONG HAIR

60 min

85€

1

NEW!

ULTIMATE DIAMOND VOLUMIZER
HYDRA-PURE GLACIAL MIRACLE
EXTREME BLONDE RADIANCE
GROWTH & FORTIFYING CURE
ABSOLUTE DETOX REHAB
MINERAL PURIFYING CURE
DEEP BALANCING CURE
HAIR LOSS CURE

4
5

6

Discover the first Spa dedicated exclusively to rejuvenating
both hair and scalp with the most extraordinary sensorial and
holistic rituals. Our unique treatments, featuring exclusive
treasures by Miriam Quevedo, are inspired by the anti-aging
facial sequence, adapted to the singular needs of our hair and
scalp to obtain exceptional and immediate results.
Indulge in a journey of extreme well-being and luxury, with
state-of-the-art haircare technology in a private and elegant
design space.

“THE EXCLUSIVE” FOR MEN		
MIRIAM QUEVEDO´S PERFECT 		
SPA WELLNESS GETAWAY
STYLING YOUTH CAPSULES

RESERVATIONS
TELEPHONE: +34 931 518 751

EMAIL: mobcn-spa@mohg.com
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Recommended by our Hair Therapist

* COMPLETE THE TREATMENT WITH:
Premium hairstyling or updo +35€ (30 min)
Enjoy a rejuvenating eyebrow treatment, courtesy of Miriam Quevedo at each session with the purchase of a pack
(65€ value).
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Opulent transforming
24k Gold Experience

120min/250€

The ultimate upscale indulgence for a sublime hair transformation. Ideal for all hair types,especially thick, dull and
extra-dry.
A highly sophisticated and revitalizing treatment for hair and scalp rejuvenation for an extremely luminous and
deeply nourished mane. A truly opulent experience infused with an unprecedented concentration of three types of
24K Gold: bioactive, micronized and flake, for exceptionally dazzling results.
The luxurious ritual includes a diagnosis with the iMicro camera, scalp exfoliation, gentle double cleansing through
steam microparticles combined with the oxygen-powered transforming mask. The ritual will be performed using
ancient techniques of circulatory massage and lymphatic drainage that will take you on a sensorialjourney of
rejuvenation. The session ends with a blow dry and hair styling
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Miriam's Signature

120€/185€

A unique yet global experience, for a luxurious red-carpet effect. Ideal for all types of hair.
Enjoy the inimitable Miriam Quevedo experience with the iconic Signature Ritual. Based on the extraordinary
benefits of the Black Baccara collection, this treatment reverses the signs of aging from the inside out. Our star
product, the Diamond Bond Rejuvenating Luxe Cure, provides instant radiance and shine for truly hair.
Includes diagnosis with the iMicro camera, double exfoliation and detoxification of the scalp, double deep and
gentle cleansing and hair transformation with the innovative Cold Laser technology, combined with the best
treatment products. During the ritual, indulge in a relaxing massage of the scalp, neck, arms and shoulders until you
are immersed in a moment of absolute well-being.
The session ends with a blowout and styling.

Get ready for your most special events.
at Miriam Quevedo, we make your dream hair come true.
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Personalized

holistic ritual

90 min for the first session | 75 min for subsequent sessions
145€ one session | 490€ 4 sessions | 920€ 8 sessions

A completely personalized treatment adapted to the specific needs of your hair and scalp.
Enjoy this fully customized experience. By the hand of our Hair Therapist, discover the
treatment that is best adapted to your needs for the most extraordinary and efficient
results. Exclusive anti-aging and relaxing movements intensify the high effectiveness of
this unique ritual of beauty and well-being.
The complete treatment combines exfoliation, cleansing and hair transformation (mask,
oil and shock treatment) with a relaxing massage of the scalp, neck, arms and shoulders
enveloping you in absolute serenity.
The session ends with a blowout and styling.

02.1

02.2

Ultimate Diamond
Volumizer

Hydra-pure Glacial
Miracle

Achieve instant, exceptional volume. Ideal for normal
to fine hair.

A dose of deep hydration and comfort to relieve hair
and scalp. Ideal for those with a sensitive and/or
sensitized scalp and dehydrated hair.

Our ritual captures the unique powers of the most
exquisite ingredients to help create that gorgeous
volume of your desire. Immerse yourself into a journey
of deep relaxation while the miracles of our Platinum
& Diamonds hair and scalp treatment gives you instant
results: repaired hair and scalp, with luxurious shine and
extra volume.

Discover our most delicate yet effective ritual
to recover the natural beauty of your hair while
immediately calming the discomfort of your scalp.
An unforgettable journey toward rejuvenation
and ongoing deep hydration with the iconic Glacial
White Caviar collection to rescue even an extremely
dehydrated mane. Our combination of precious
ingredients, together with the maneuvers of a
professional massage improve your hair’s vitality,
strength and elasticity.

02.3

02.4

02.6

02.7

Extreme Blonde
Radiance

Growth & Fortifying
Cure

Mineral Purifying
Cure

Deep Balancing
Cure

The art of perfectly radiant and luminous blonde
hair. Ideal for all types of blond, both natural and
treated.
A luxury ritual to enhance your hair’s true beauty.
Indulge in the desired sensation of serenity while
our Hair Therapist fuses the best of nature and
science to neutralize undesired yellowish tones and
make your blonde hair shine and come to life.

Ideal for fine, weakened and brittle hair that lacks
density and/or is very damaged.
This rejuvenating treatment improves the penetration
of our advanced ingredients to stimulate hair growth
from roots to ends. A unique, revolutionary ritual
for those dreaming of thicker, stronger and more
abundant hair.

An intensive treatment for greasy scalps.

The perfect solution for hair with dandruff.

Discover the astonishing effectiveness of the treasures
of Mother Nature, like caviar and carbon,
to help eliminate and balance excess sebum.

The exclusive focus of Miriam Quevedo for caring
for the scalp has enabled the creation of the most
advanced rituals for long-lasting, anti-dandruff action.
The combination of our innovative and effective
formulations, together with our most professional
massage techniques provide intense, calming action
to achieve your scalp’s equilibrium, alleviating it of the
discomfort caused by dandruff.

Each step of this purifying ritual has been meticulously
designed with the goal of acting on a cellular level
to regulate the activity of the sebaceous glands,
as well as on an external level, to regenerate the
outmost superficial layer of the scalp. Beyond these
extraordinary benefits, this ritual provides an incredible
anti-aging to instantly achieve healthy, radiant hair
while you enjoy the most relaxing journey during a
professional massage.

02.5

02.8

Absolute Detox
Rehab

Hair Loss
Cure

The definitive detox treatment for deep relief of the
scalp. Ideal for hair and scalp that is stressed and
affected by contamination and/or saturated by toxins
from continuous use of styling products.
Immerse yourself in an inimitable experience of wellbeing dedicated to the deep cleansing of your hair and
scalp. Inspired by the marvelous benefits of the double
facial exfoliation, this treatment relieves the scalp of
all of the oppressive impurities caused by our lifestyle
and leading to hair premature aging.
More than a ritual: an essential treatment for
beautiful, healthy and vibrant locks.

The definitive treatment to prevent or counteract hair
loss. Ideal for weak or fine hair and with tendency to
fall out.
Expert in anti-aging, Miriam Quevedo has created
an exclusive treatment that combines scientific
effectiveness with the excellence of well-being to
counteract one of the most common scalp-related
concerns. The potent virtues of our ingredients against
hair loss of the iconic Extreme Caviar collection,
together with the most professional massage
techniques specifically for improving their penetration
and maximizing the results, transform this ritual into
a hair loss prevention miracle.
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"The Exclusive"

for Men

60 min for the first session | 45 min for subsequent sessions
110€ one session | 380€ 4 sessions | 700€ 8 sessions

A highly effective ritual to address the unique needs of men's hair and scalp.
Miriam Quevedo is aware that one of men’s main aesthetic concerns is their hair.
Therefore, there’s a ritual designed exclusively for them. A tonic treatment that
combines the most effective formulations for strengthening the hair, leaving it
incredibly flexible and radiant, while addressing specific concerns, like dandruff
or hair loss. A luxurious experience to totally evade yourself from daily routine on
a journey toward the most profound relaxation and absolute disconnection.
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Miriam Quevedo's
Perfect Spa Wellness
Getaway

5hours/500€

Pamper yourself on an exceptional journey through
the most holistic anti-aging treatment.

The Miriam Quevedo's Perfect Spa Wellness Getaway, sensorial and marvelous
in all its phases, is a unique head-to-toes experience. A perfect journey into
ultimate rejuvenation that combines the great facial and corporal benefits of the
Mediterranean Breeze ritual with the Miriam Quevedo's Signature,
a transformative ritual dedicated to hair and scalp's wellness.
Furthermore, to entrance all of your senses, enjoy a delicious aperitif at the
Mandarin Oriental restaurant and take home with you the Black Baccara beauty
kit, composed of Miriam Quevedo's star hair products.

04.1

Styling Youth
Capsules
cleansing and blowout experience
by mriam

short hair

45 min/75€

long hair

60 min /85€

To top off your holistic beauty and well-being treatment, all Miriam Quevedo treatments
include full access to the incomparable spa facilities of the Mandarin Oriental (pool,
saunas and relaxation areas). Upon availability, please check with the Spa reception.

• Add premium hairstyling or updo +35€ (30 min)
• Enjoy a rejuvenating eyebrow treatment, courtesy of Miriam Quevedo at each session
with the purchase of a pack (65€ value).

• All of our treatments are color safe and keratin safe.

telephone
+34 93 151 87 51

email
MOBCN-SPA@MOHG.COM

hours
Wed-Sun
FROM 10:00a.m TO 20:00p.m
Advance reservation required

address
PASEO DE GRACIA 38-40
08007 BARCELONA

